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Love Street
Tomorrows Bad Seeds

Good song, good band. This song is pretty much easy.

         ~~~~Chords~~~~
Bb                  Cm
-1---------      -3---------     
-1--3------      -3-4-------
-1--3------      -3---5-----
-1--3------      -3---5-----
-1---------      -3---------
-1---------      -3---------
 

    Cm
She burned down my house , burned it down 
   Bb
on love street lord love a ain t so sweet
        Cm 
and the smoke clouds the seen clouds the seen
        Bb 
up up above me oohh love 

  Cm
You know like i know 
its hard to believe 
between you and me 
                     Bb
this love could never be 
would never be 
       Cm
because you ran around , 
ran around that unfamiliar sound 
                 Bb
of a love lost in vain g
girl the loves not he same 
    
       
         Cm
oohh she burned it down 
                       Bb
(burned it down) all my love 
girl the love we had has burned away 

    Cm
you burned down my house, burned it down 
   Bb
on love street lord love a ain t so sweet
        Cm 



and the smoke clouds the seen clouds the seen
        Bb 
up up above me oohh love
 
       Cm
see the truth of the fact the matter 
was i didn t have any right words 
                                Bb
or flowers to amuse or begin to seduce you 
none for none for you but my love 
              Cm
it seems that you ran around 
ran around the unfamiliar sound 
                 Bb
of a love lost in vain 
girl the loves not the same 

         Cm
oohh she burned it down
                       Bb 
(burned it down) all my love 
girl the love we had has burned away 

  Cm
you burned down my house, burned it down 
   Bb
on love street lord love a ain t so sweet
        Cm 
and the smoke clouds the seen clouds the seen
        Bb 
up up above me oohh love

*Solo*

girl the love we had has burned away 
    Cm
she burned it down ( burned it down)       Bb

Cm
you got me running around this town
                          Bb 
looking for that unfamiliar sound 
and though the love has only been burned down 
                         Cm
i was so lost but now I m found 
you got me running around this town
                            Bb 
looking for that unfamiliar sound 
and though the love has only been burned down 
i was so lost but now i say
Cm 
oohhh..... 
        Bb



no no no love 
no no no no love 
no no no no love Cm

The chords mightn t be perfectly above the words, but you can figure it out.
Enjoy!


